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To the Teacher
 
Thank you for downloading the free supplementary 
tests for Easy English NEWS. I hope these will save 
you many hours of work each month and will help 
expand your students’ reading skills, vocabulary, and 
retention of important information.

Each month’s Cloze Exercises and Short-Answer Tests 
will be posted at the website by the first of the month, 
if not earlier. Many of the tests are useful with or 
without Easy English NEWS. 

There are dozens of ways to use the tests. Experiment 
to see the methods that work best for your classes. 
Some techniques will be better for students with less 
command of English, and others appropriate for those 
with greater fluency. You can alternate the ways you 
use them to provide more variety in lessons.

CLOZE EXERCISES

The purpose of the cloze exercises is to present a small 
amount of important material in another format to 
enhance comprehension and retention, and reinforce 
vocabulary.

• The cloze exercises may be used before or after 
reading the article. The exercises are taken directly 
from articles in the paper so students can check their 
own or others’ work by referring back to the articles.  

• If you assign a cloze exercise before reading the 
article, it serves as an introduction to reading the full 
article. Use this with students with better reading 
ability. 

• To increase the challenge, cut off the word bank at 
the bottom of the page before duplicating the cloze 
exercises. Students can work individually, in pairs, 
or in small groups. They can use their newspapers, or 
not. 

• As a spelling test (and listening exercise): Dictate the 
sentences including the missing word for the students 
to write in.

• As copy practice: Students can copy the entire 
selection, filling in the missing words.

WHICH WORD DOES NOT BELONG? 

Vocabulary, logic, and discussion practice. Students 
read the four words in each row, and decide how three 
of the words go together and one does not. There is 
not necessarily one firm answer to this activity. 

• Have students circle their choices, and then discuss 
them. Students should be able to give their reasons for 
choosing a word that doesn’t belong. Any good reason 
makes their answer correct. 

• Students can work in small groups to discuss the 
reasons for their answers. They can write out their 
reasons for the decision. 

• Teach the patterns: 
A, B, and D are all ______s.  
C is not a _____.  
Or:  B, C, and D are all kinds of ______. A is not. 
Or: You can find A, B, and C in a ________.  And so 
forth. 

SHORT-ANSWER TESTS

These tests focus on fact-gathering. 

• You may give these tests as pre-tests to learn what 
students already know about the topic and again as 
post-tests to see what they have learned.

• After reading the article, students can read the 
questions aloud in class and give the answers orally. 

• You can let the students do the tests as “open book 
(newspaper) tests.”
 
• Students can work in pairs or groups to come up with 
the answers after having read the article. 

• Students can use the Answer Page to correct their 
own or others’ answers.

• You can give the same test a week or more later to 
evaluate students’ retention of the information. 
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

A Kinder, Healthier 2021

There is a lot of fear, anger, and hate in the news ____________________. It is on television, the 

internet, and ____________________ media pages. More people are ____________________ stress, 

anxiety, and depression. They are feeling isolated from the ____________________ around them. The 

good news is that simple acts of kindness may ____________________ people feel better physically 

and mentally. 

Random Acts of Kindness Day

____________________ 17 is Random Acts of Kindness Day in the United States. It was created in 

1995 in ____________________, Colorado. Other countries also ____________________ kindness 

holidays on different days during the year. The day was ____________________ to encourage each 

person to do something nice for someone else. Then that person would pay it forward by helping 

____________________ else, and so on. The hope was that people would want to continue doing nice 

things for each other. These actions would make communities stronger.

      
WORD BANK

 celebrate   social  community  Denver today

 feeling  help  someone  started February
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Is Your Home Safe?

A burglar is a criminal who ________________________ a home or business to steal things. Burglars 

take things when no one is home or when a family is ________________________. Burglars look for 

money, jewelry, watches, TVs, ________________________, cameras, and other valuables.

Protect your home

Burglars ________________________ for homes that they can get into easily. In many burglaries, 

the ________________________ does not have to break in. The owner has left a door or 

________________________ unlocked.

Use dead bolt ________________________ on all doors to the outside. A locksmith can put dead bolts 

in for you. 

Burglars can ____________________ break into an apartment on the first floor of a building. 

Make ____________________ your windows and doors have good locks. Do not leave any windows 

open ________________________. 

      
WORD BANK

 burglar  enters computers  easily  look

 sleeping  locks  overnight  sure  window
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

African American History Month

February is African American ____________________ Month. ____________________ 

this month, many schools have programs that teach students about African American history. 

About ____________________ percent of Americans have roots in Africa. Many of them are 

____________________ from people who were brought to America as slaves 250 to 400 years ago. A 

____________________ War from 1861 to 1865 freed the slaves. 

Since then, Black ____________________ have been fighting for equal rights. In the 1950’s and 

1960’s, Martin Luther King, Jr. led the Civil Rights ____________________.

Today, many Black people have important roles in our country. In 2008, Barack Obama was elected 

the ____________________ Black president of the United States. In 2020, ____________________ 

Harris was the first woman of color elected as the vice president of the United States. 

____________________ are 60 Black people in Congress. 

      
WORD BANK

 there    people        movement   Kamala  civil

	 during	 		history	 							descended	 	 	twelve	 	 first
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

Lunar New Year

New Year’s Day is on February 12 this year for ________________________, Korean, Vietnamese, 

and many other Asian people. The Year of the Ox will ________________________. It will be the 

Lunar Year 4719.

People get ________________________ for the New Year. They clean their 

________________________. They pay ________________________ debts. 

________________________ have parades. They ________________________ off firecrackers. 

Adults give children money in “lucky” ________________________ envelopes. Families get together 

and ________________________ their ancestors. They eat special foods that symbolize long life, good 

luck, and ________________________. They wish each other Happy New Year. 

      
WORD BANK

 houses  they  Chinese  their  remember

 red   begin  prosperity  set  ready
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Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

The Civil War

One hundred sixty years ago, ________________________ about slavery tore the United States into 

two parts. Southern states wanted to ________________________ the Union and keep their slaves. 

All of the northern states had laws ________________________ slavery. They did not want any states 

to leave the ________________________. In 1861, this difference led to a great Civil War. It was the 

worst war ever fought in the ________________________ Hemisphere.

 North and South

About 21,000,000 people ________________________ in the North. 

About 9,000,000 people lived in the South. ________________________ 4,000,000 of them were 

slaves. Slaves did most of the work on ________________________.

Before 1860, in some ways, the states were like independent ________________________. Each state 

made its own laws about property, marriage, education, crime, slavery, and many other things. 

The laws in the southern states allowed ________________________. 

      
WORD BANK

 nearly ideas   plantations  lived  union

 western countries  against  slavery leave



Name_________________________________________________  Date _____________________

A Capitol Attack

On ________________________ 6, 2021, Congress met in Washington, D.C., to certify the electoral 

votes for the 2020 election. Many senators and representatives wanted to ________________________ 

the electoral votes. They said that many people in the U.S. still believed the election was 

________________________.  

The attack

A large group of ________________________ went to Washington, D.C., to protest. They 

________________________ to President Trump speak outside the White House for over an hour. 

________________________ they marched to the Capitol. They climbed walls, broke windows, and 

forced their way into the Capitol ________________________. The Capitol Police were overwhelmed 

by the number of people trying to push their way ________________________ the building. They 

could not hold them ________________________.

The protesters filled the ________________________ Rotunda. 

      
WORD BANK

 people   listened  fraudulent  back  Capitol

 January   building  challenge  into  then
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Name_______________________________________  Date ________________

Which Word Does Not Belong?
Three words in each row go together. One word does not belong with them. Draw a circle 
around the word that does not belong. Be able to explain your reasons.

        A    B     C        D

1.   happiness   stress    anxiety  depression  

2.   hormone   oxytocin   pain   chemical

3. digital doorbell  dead bolt   flower pot  peep-hole

4.  security system  broken window   lock   bright lights

5. cards    groundhog   candy   flowers

6.  19th Amendment  superstition   right to vote  suffrage

7.  Ulysses S. Grant  William T. Sherman Robert E. Lee  John Wilkes Booth 

8. Gettysburg, PA  Fort Sumter, SC  Appomattox, VA Washington, D.C. 

9.  secede   separate   Union   leave 

10. George Washington Jefferson Davis  Robert E. Lee Abraham Lincoln

11.  protesters   Vice President Pence senators  representatives 

12.  social media   Twitter   Facebook  television 
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________

I. A Kinder, Healthier 2021

1. When is Random Acts of Kindness Day in the United States? __________________________

2. What year was it started? __________________

3. In what city and state was it started? ______________________ , ______________________

4. Is it celebrated in other countries?      YES       NO

5. What is the three word phrase that happens when a person does something nice for another    
     person, then that person does something nice for another person, and so on?   

  ________________________  _________  __________________________

6. What non-profit teaches people to spread kindness in schools, businesses, and homes?

  _______________________________________________________________________

7. What can doing acts of kindness help reduce? Circle your answers.

  a. pain   b. happiness   c. anxiety  d. sleep 

  e. depression  f. energy   g. stress  h. blood pressure

8. When is kindness most effective? _______________________________________________  
  

9. What are some examples of acts of kindness? Circle your answers.

  a. send a text  b. send an email  c. send a card d. take a bath

  e. eat dinner   f. volunteer at a food bank   g. go for a walk
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Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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II.  Is Your Home Safe?

1. What kind of lock should you use on doors to the outside? ___________________________

2. What do you call a person who breaks into a home to steal things? ____________________

3. Circle six things that may make a home safer:   

 A. locks on doors and windows  

 B. a door security bar   

 C. large shrubs  

 D. a house key under a door mat  

 E. a security system  

 F. an automatic garage door opener

4. What number can you engrave on your valuables to help the police return your items to  

 you? ________________________________

5. What kind of insurance can a person buy to protect the things he or she owns in an  

 apartment? _____________________________________

6. Should you tell your friends on Facebook your plans for your vacation before you leave?       

 YES        NO 

 G. open windows 

 H. closed window blinds   

 I. a broken window   

 J. bright lights   

 K. a computer 

 L. a Neighborhood Watch group



Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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III. Events in February

1. What group of people celebrate their history during the month of February? 

 _________________________________________

2. Who led the Civil Rights Movement? ____________________________________

3. Who was the first Black president of the United States? ______________________________

4. Who was the first woman of color to be elected vice president of the United States? 

 ___________________________________________________

5. When is Groundhog Day celebrated? ________________________

6. When is Lunar New Year this year? __________________________

7. What is the animal for Lunar Year 4719? ______________________ 

8. What day do people think about the ones they love? _____________________________

9. What is the big football championship game called? ________________________________

10. Who worked all her life to get women the right to vote? ____________________________

11. What amendment to the Constitution gave women the right to vote? ___________________

12. Who was the first president of the United States? __________________________________



Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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III. Events in February (continued)

13. What document did this president help create in 1787? _____________________________

14. What war did Americans win in 1783? __________________________________________

15. Who was president during the American Civil War? ________________________________ 

16. Whose face is on the one-dollar bill and the quarter? ______________________________

17. Whose face is on the five-dollar bill and the penny? _______________________________

18. What is the capital of the United States? _________________________________________

19. Who was the sixteenth president of the United States? _____________________________

20. What does Mardi Gras mean in French? ____________________________________

21. What city in the United States is famous for its big Mardi Gras celebrations? 

 ______________________________________

22. What is the 40 days before Easter (not including Sundays) called? ___________________

23. What is the first day of this 40 day period called? _________________________________



Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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IV. The Civil War
 
1. When did the Civil War begin? _______________________________

2. What were the two sides in the Civil War? ___________________________________________

3. How many people lived in the North at that time? ______________________________

4.  How many people lived in the South at that time? ____________________________

5. How many slaves lived in the South? _____________________

6. Did the Constitution allow slavery at that time?  YES    NO

7. Did the laws in northern states allow slavery?   YES   NO

8. In the Compromise of 1820, two states entered the Union. 

 a. Entered as a free state: ________________________________

 b. Entered as a slave state: _________________________________

9. Who was elected president in 1860? _________________________________

10. Which was the first state to secede from the Union? __________________________



Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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IV. The Civil War (continued)
 
11. What were the eleven states in the Confederate States of America?

      ________________________  __________________________  _______________________

      ________________________  __________________________  _______________________

      ________________________  __________________________  _______________________

      ________________________  __________________________

12. Who was elected president of the Confederate States of America? _______________________

13. Who became the leader of the Confederate Army? ________________________________

14. The South hoped that one country would help them. Which country? ____________________

15. Where were most battles of the Civil War fought?      NORTH       SOUTH

16. What battle was fought on July 1-3, 1863? __________________________________________

17. How many soldiers lay dead at the end of this battle? _________________________

18. What executive order did Abraham Lincoln give on January 1, 1863? 
 
 
  __________________________________________________________ 



Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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IV. The Civil War (continued)
 
19. How many freed Black men joined the Union Army? __________________________

20.  Which general became leader of the northern army in March, 1864? _____________________

21. When did General Robert E. Lee surrender? _____________________________

22. Where did he surrender? ________________________________________

23. How many northern soldiers were wounded or died in the Civil War?  
 
  ________________________________

24. How many southern soldiers were wounded or died? _________________________________

25. Which amendment:  
 
 a. gave Black men the right to vote? ___________

 b. gave citizenship to former slaves? ___________   
 
 
 c. freed the slaves? ___________

26. Who killed Abraham Lincoln? ________________________________

27. Who became president after that? __________________________________________



Name _______________________________________  Date ________________
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V. A Capitol Attack
 
1. Who met in Washington, D.C., to certify the electoral college votes? ______________________

2. When did they meet? __________________________________________

3. Why did a large group of people go to Washington, D.C., that day? _______________________

4. Who spoke outside the White House for over an hour? _________________________________

5. Where did the group march after the speech? _________________________________________

6. What did they do there? Circle your answers.

 a. overwhelmed Capitol Police  b. filled the Rotunda  c. broke windows

 d. captured lawmakers   e. destroyed offices  f. stole furniture

 g. took pictures and video   h. stayed overnight  i. climbed walls

7. Mike Pence said, “____________________ never wins. ___________________ wins.”

8. How many people died because of the attack? _________________

9. What social media company closed 70,000 accounts because of the attack? _________________

10. What social media companies banned President Trump after the attack? 

  ______________________________ and ______________________________ 



Name _______________________________________  Date ________________

Critical-Thinking and Creative-Thinking Questions

Choose questions to discuss in a small group or with the class. 

1. Scientists say that doing acts of kindness help the person doing the act more than 
the person receiving the act. Think of a time that someone did something nice for 
you. How did that make you feel? Now think of a time that you did something 
nice for someone else. How did that make you feel? Explain any differences. Do 
you think doing something for someone else is better? Why or why not.

  
2. Write down how you feel for a week. Are you sad, happy, stressed, tired, etc.? 

Include if you have any physical pain. Then make a plan to do kind acts for others 
for the next week. Write down what you did each day and how you felt on those 
days. Compare your feelings from the two weeks. Did you see any difference? 
Share your findings with your class.

   
3. Think of a need in your community that you could help with. Invent a volunteer 

group that would meet this need. What would the group do? Where would the 
group meet? How many people would be in the group? What skills would the 
people in the group need to have? Can the group meet during COVID (wearing 
masks, social distancing, working online, etc.)?    

  
4. Invent another holiday for the half-way mark between winter and spring 
  (February 2). What would the events be? Would there be any superstitions 

connected to those events?

5.  The Union had more people, more money, more railroads, and more factories than the 
South, but they didn’t win the war quickly. What do you think made the Civil War 
last so long?

6.  When the southern states seceded from the Union, the North could have said, “Good 
bye and good luck” and let them go. What might have happened in that case? 

7. The attack on the Capitol in January marked the first time in United States history 
that there wasn’t a peaceful transfer of power. Do you think a peaceful transfer 
from one president to another is important? Why or why not? Explain your 
answer.
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I. A Kinder, Healthier 2021

1. February 17
2. 1995
3. Denver, Colorado
4. YES
5. pay it forward
6. Random Acts of Kindness Foundation
7. a, c, e, g, h
8. part of a daily routine
9. a, b, c, f

II. Is Your Home Safe?

1. dead bolt locks
2. a burglar
3. A, B, E, H, J, L
4. your driver’s license number
5. renters’ insurance
6. NO

III. Events in February

1. African Americans
2. Martin Luther King, Jr.
3. Barack Obama
4. Kamala Harris
5. February 2
6. February 12
7. the Ox
8. Valentine’s Day
9. the Super Bowl
10. Susan B. Anthony
11. the 19th Amendment
12. George Washington
13. the U.S. Constitution
14. Revolutionary War
15. Abraham Lincoln
16. George Washington
17. Abraham Lincoln
18. Washington, D.C.
19. Abraham Lincoln
20. Fat Tuesday
21. New Orleans, Louisiana
22. Lent
23. Ash Wednesday

IV. The Civil War

1. April 12, 1861 
2. the Union (North) and the Confederacy (South)
3. 21,000,000
4. 9,000,000
5. 4,000,000
6. YES
7. NO
8. a. Maine b. Missouri
9. Abraham Lincoln
10. South Carolina
11. South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia,  
      Florida, Alabama, Arkansas, Texas, Mississippi,  
      Tennessee, Louisiana, Virginia.
12. Jefferson Davis
13. Robert E. Lee
14. England
15. SOUTH
16. The Battle of Gettysburg
17. 10,000
18. the Emancipation Proclamation
19. 200,000
20. Ulysses S. Grant
21. April 9, 1865
22. Appomattox, Virginia
23. 600,000
24. 500,000
25. a. 15th b. 14th     c. 13th
26. John Wilkes Booth
27. Andrew Johnson

V. A Capitol Attack

1.Congress
2. January 6, 2021
3. to protest the election
4. President Donald Trump
5. the Capitol Building
6. a, b, c, e, f, g, i
7. violence, freedom
8. 5
9. Twitter
10. Twitter and Facebook 

February 2021  
Answers to Easy English NEWS  

Short-Answer Tests
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